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score on the LSAT that is at or above the
national average for the previous year.
Pre-Law undergraduate studies focus
on exploring law through such courses
as Contemporary Constitutional Issues,
Philosophy of Free Speech, and Law in
American Society.

Honors Law Program

In addition, if you major
in Biology, Chemistry, Computer
Science, Humanities, Physics, Political
Science, Psychology, or Technical
Communication, you can participate
in the accelerated 3 + 3 program. This
means that you complete your major
requirements during your first three
years of undergraduate studies. Then, if
you meet the requirements listed above,
you can enroll in Chicago Kent College
of Law to begin your first year of law
school. The credits you earn doing this
will simultaneously serve to fulfill your
fourth-year course requirements as an
undergraduate.

Are you thinking ahead to law
school? IIT is one of only a few institutes
of technology with a law school, and
the only one to offer top high school
students the opportunity to apply for
undergraduate and law school admission
simultaneously.
The Honors Law Program is a
special B.S./J.D. program developed
for students who want to obtain an
undergraduate degree at IIT and study
law at Chicago Kent College of Law. If
you are accepted into the program, you
are guaranteed admission into Chicago
Kent College of Law, provided you
maintain a GPA of 3.25 and receive a

www.iit.edu

Program
Curriculum
Below is a sample curriculum of the Honors
Law Program:
Semesters 1 to 6
Calculus
General Biology: Lectures and Laboratory
Introduction to the Profession
Human Biology
Introduction to Computer Programming
Basic Physics
Philosophy
History
Philosophy/Ethics
Independent Study
Interprofessional Project
Art History
Electives*
Semesters 7 & 8
Courses at IIT Chicago-Kent College of
Law
*The program also includes a number of elective courses
in Humanities, Social Sciences and Departments of your
choice.
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Honors Law
Society
The Honors Law Society is a
student group that promotes
activities of interest to students
in the Honors Law Program.
Working with faculty advisor Dr.
Margaret Power, the group has
recently visited law schools in the
Chicago area, sponsored visits by
lawyers in various specializations,
attended law school classes,
and met with current Kent Law
students and admissions officers.
The group also coordinates
practice LSAT sessions.

Honors Law
Program
Dr. Margaret Power, Department
of Humanities, is the advisor for
the Honors Law Program and the
pre-law advisor.

Illinois Institute
of Technology
&
Chicago-Kent
College of Law

Contact her at power@iit.edu

Questions?
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